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 What is it? 

An online learning tool uses clear text and examples to convey cross-disciplinary knowledge, 

enabling users to quickly get the key points of each question. 

 

 What's the takeaway? 

Necessary vocabulary for academic progression, essential vocabulary for language testing, 

key theoretical points for professional certification, core concepts in industry fields, and the 

latest insights on market trends. 

 

 Who's this made for? 

For users aged 6 and above who can read and have a vocabulary of 5,000 words in both 

Chinese and English.  

 

As of July 16th, 2024, the total word count of the question base is 161,074, with 40% being 

bilingual (Chinese and English) and purely Chinese content, and the remaining 60% 

consisting of English content. 

 

 How it works, and what's new? 

You can customize your learning experience by picking subjects, setting study time, 

choosing a language, and selecting a difficulty level that match your interests.  

 

The existing learning content includes Language (English, Bilingual English-Chinese, and 

Mandarin), STEM (Mathematics, Physics, and Technology), Business (Management and 

Financial Literacy), and Lifestyle (Arts, Design, and Sports).  

 

 Is a download needed? 

No. Simply connect to the internet and use it on any electronic device. 

 

 Is it free to use? 

There is a free version available, ideal for brief learning sessions. The $1750 Ultra version is 

ideal for a continuously evolving learning model. This is a one-time payment with no 

hidden or extra fees, allowing for long-term use of the account. 

 

 Can this product assist with teaching? 

Yes. After each session, users can instantly view their scores, time spent practicing, and 

review incorrect answers. Teachers can use it for classroom activities or self-study 

assignments. Parents can use the product as additional reading material. 

 

 How do I activate my Ultra account? 

After successfully paying online, users will receive an email with Ultra account login details 

within 24 hours (Monday to Friday, 9am-6pm). on business days. They can log in and 

activate their account immediately.  

 

Got more whys? Let's explore further @ https://edurisesmicrolearning.com/faq-en/  

https://edurisesmicrolearning.com/faq-en/

